Introduction
In recent years it has been realized that the Monge-Ampere operator plays an important role in many problems in the theory of several complex variables. In particular, the existence of solutions with certain properties for the homogeneous complex Monge-Ampere equation was used by Stoll [7] to characterize the ball in C m . In this note we shall deal with the case of strictly convex domains. For such domains Lempert [5] defined exhaustions which satisfy the complex homogeneous Monge-Ampere equation outside a preassigned point. These exhaustions are closely related to the hyperbolic geometry (in the sense of Kobayashi) of the domain. On the other hand, for strictly convex domains it is also possible to define solutions for the real homogeneous Monge-Ampere equation. The interplay of these solutions gives interesting informations on the classification of the domains. In Sections 1 and 2 we present the results on the real and the complex Monge-Ampere equation which we will use. The main result of Section 1, Theorem 1.2, is due, in an equivalent form, to Foote [2] . Here we give an outline of the proof for the sake of completeness. In Section 3 we give our applications. In Theorem 3.1 we characterize the strictly convex domains which are circular and in Theorem 3.3 we give conditions for a strictly convex domain to be biholomorphic to the ball. Also in Theorem 3.4 we apply our results to the classification theory of tube domains in C m whose base is strictly convex.
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Since l = rf-'-r-Wr(0(l, AO^l + cU'), we have c(x)=Q for all A' and
Also by (1.20) and (1.21) we have
Then there are vectors <fi(x) and X(x) so that An explicit solution for the complex Monge-Ampere equation N c (w)=0 on a strictly convex domain outside a preassigned point was given by Lempert [5] . Applications to the theory of parabolic manifolds are given in [6] . Here we limit ourselves to definitions and statements of the basic properties.
Let Dc:C m be a strictly convex domain and p^D be any point. If J= {z^C | \z\ <!} is the unit disk in C and S is the unit sphere in C m , then there exists uniquely a surjective map F: 3xS-*D of class C°° with the followingproperties : Proof of (i), (iii) and (iv) is in [5] and (ii) is explicitly proved in [6] . § 3. Applications to the Classification of Domains In this section we will assume the notations developed in the previous two sections. A Proof. Assume D is circular and let p be its center. Without loss of generality we can assume p=Q. Set M=M P and T=T P . To show _\/=r it will be enough to prove that the mapF: JxS-^D defined by F(z, b}=zm(b)~lb satisfies (2.1) and (2. Because of (2.4), Theorem 3.1 has the following interesting reformulation. [9] , then D is biholomorphic to B if and only if it is circular. Theorem 3.1 gives then the conclusion.
(ii) The same proof of (i) together with Theorem 3.2 yields (ii 
